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President’s Desk
Dear Members,
Greetings of the day
It gives me immense pleasure to communicate through
“Industry Insight”, hard copy of which reaches you every
quarterly. I do not know as to how much time a member
spends on going through the contents i.e. Articles written and
compiled by highly educated and experienced Professionals.
Corrugated Box Industry is playing a very important and
integral part of India’s growth. Mostly every industry uses
corrugated boxes for their packaging. Today’s market trend
for sustainable packaging material and the demand for
recyclable packaging would contribute to environmental
protection keeping ecological balance .This Industry is
promoting and protecting the environment as it is totally
eco-friendly
“Innovation” is the key to success. Every year, thousands of
new products of various types are being introduced in the
market. No brand owner wants their new products to look
like the other ones. Every new product comes with a new
look and a new package whether it is in design, material or
manufacturing process.

“WICMA SYMPOSIUM”, which is
a prestigious event, is scheduled for
the last week of September 2016.
I request all the members to be
present for this great event and
make it a big success. As we all are
aware that our association will be
celebrating its “Golden Jubilee” in
2017 and the culmination of our
celebration will be the 2017 FCBM
Conference which will be hosted by WICMA. We have to
hold the celebration and the conference in a manner befitting
the pride and prestige of our Association. This puts a great
sense of responsibility on us. We need a leader who can guide
us and lead the way for the event to head team WICMA
to a grand year of celebration.
Above all, I encourage you to take full advantage of the
association’s programmes to make new friends, stay in touch
with and keep your connections to the association. If you
have suggestions for any events in your divisions or ideas for
improving communication, please let me know by contacting
the office of WICMA. I do want to hear your thoughts
and suggestions.
This is our Association and we aim to make it great!

Sunil Gupta
President
Western India Corrugated Box
Manufacturer’s Association
138, Mittal Indl. Estate No. 3,
M. Vasanji Road, Andheri (E),
Mumbai - 400 059.
Tel.: +91 22 2850 0687 / 6716
Fax: +91 22 2850 4523
Email: wicma@wicma.com
www.wicma.com
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Mr. Shlok Kedia - Editor
Mr. Deenu Shetty
Dr. Ipshita Basu Guha
Mr. Sanat Thakkar
Printed at
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Editorial
The continuous increase in kraft paper prices and the frequent
shutdown of paper mills has been causing quite a disturbance in
the industry.
WICMA organized an Emergency Meeting to discuss on how
to overcome the crisis–like situation that was looming over our
industry.
We do hope the situation is settling down and will continue to be
normal in the time to come.
We also bring you the glimpses of Know Your Industry series and the recently concluded
Certificate Course.
This issue brings you interesting articles – both Technical and Marketing oriented.
Hope you all will enjoy and derive benefit from the new thoughts and ideas projected
in the articles.
Corrugated continues to be the most preferred and widely used packaging all over the
world.
This mode of packaging is ‘Streets Ahead’ compared to other modes of packaging – as
the article in this issue illustrates.
We are gearing up for the Annual Symposium and look forward to a great event ahead.
Shlok Kedia

Parameters preventing Corrosion
reaction between product and package.

Technical

A Root Cause Analysis
One box maker was asked by his customer to supply boxes
made from acid and chloride free, low Cobb kraft paper
as they would be packing steel automotive parts. This box
maker’s problem was, how to convert this specification of
kraft paper from qualitative parameters to quantitative
parameters.
A packaged food manufacturer received complaints
from market that some of the tin containers showed
rusting on the outside rim which was in contact with
corrugated box. Further analysis showed that this was
predominant in tins packed in boxes from one particular
supplier. This supplier called me to solve his problem as he
was losing his customer. We come across such issues quite
often. Some of the typical corrosion related issues are:
1. Corrosion of tin containers when packed in corrugated
box.
2. Corrosion of metal parts when packed directly into
box.
3.	Tarnishing of polished metal parts when warped in
kraft paper.
This article highlights the various quality parameters of
kraft paper that need to be specified and their significance
from point of view of preventing corrosion reaction when
a metal product is in contact with it.
The parameters responsible for initiating rusting or
tarnishing of metal parts, when they are in contact with
kraft paper are:-

– Ramkumar Sunkara
presence of an electrolyte. Moisture in the paper provides
the essential electrolyte required for electrochemical
corrosion reaction. When a certain critical humidity level
is reached, the moisture in the paper tends to form a thin
film (invisible) electrolyte on the surface of the metal.
For example, in case of iron this critical humidity level is
around 60%. This moisture film is extremely important
from the point of view of the chemical mechanism of the
corrosion process.
The “time of wetness” (TOW) of a corroding surface is a
key parameter, directly determining the duration for the
start of the electrochemical corrosion process. The TOW
refers to the period of time during which the conditions are
favourable for the formation of a surface layer of moisture
on a metal or alloy. The TOW is strongly dependent on the
critical relative humidity levels.
Kraft paper being hygroscopic material, it absorbs
moisture from air and also loses moisture to the air. The
rate of absorption is dependent on the amount of moisture
in the air (Rh) and its temperature while the rate of loss
is dependent on the moisture content of the paper and
its temperature. Paper holds moisture either between the
fibers or with in the individual fibers as shown in the figure.
H2O molecule forms the bond between the individual
fibers. Moisture between the fibers can be subdivided into:
a. Colloidal water.

1. Moisture levels in the paper.

b. Capillary water

2. pH of Paper.

At low vapour pressure (Low Rh) most of the water
is present as colloidal water. (Water absorbed at the
free hydroxyls) At high moisture content (High Rh)
considerable capillary water (Water absorbed in the pores
and voids) is present. It is this capillary water, which tends
form the surface layer (thin film) of moisture on the metal
surface when it is in contact with paper.

3. Porosity and Oil Absorbency of paper.
4. Chloride levels in paper.
5. Sulphate levels in paper.
6. Microbiological influence of the paper.
The mechanism of initiation of corrosive reaction due
to each of the above parameters is discussed below.
1. Moisture levels in the paper.
Corrosion is an electrochemical process, requiring the

At the same Rh, paper with low Cobb value has less
capillary water as compared to paper with high Cobb
value. A graph of Cobb Vs moisture percentage of paper
at 65% Rh and 27oC is shown below.
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This shows higher moisture percentage at the same Rh for
paper with higher Cobb value above 60% Rh. Use of paper
with higher Cobb value will lead to faster film formation
of moisture at Rh above 60% on the surface of the metal.
Hence care must be taken to ensure that Kraft paper used
for metal wrapping is having Cobb value less than 25.
2. pH (Acidity) of paper
Low pH accelerates corrosion by providing plentiful
supply of hydrogen ions. Paper usually has pH in the
range from 5 to 8. In this range of pH, paper is noncorrosive. The threshold level of Hydrogen ion content
(pH) in unbleached kraft paper, which is in contact with
steel sheets, is 5. Kraft papers used for wrapping of metal
parts having its pH lower than 5 will be serious corrosion
risk.
Hence one must ensure that pH of paper is between 6.5
and 7.5 (Acid free paper), if the paper is coming in contact
with metal parts.
3. Porosity and Oil absorbency of paper.
Porosity of paper is related to the oil resistance of paper.
It is observed that the most oil-resistant papers have very
low porosity. There is linear relation between air resistance
measured in seconds on the Gurley instrument and oil
resistance in seconds.
Wrapping paper should have very low porosity to prevent
penetration of Hydrogen Sulphide, Oxygen, Carbon
dioxide, and, other gases that cause tarnishing of steel.
Also low porosity will lead to low oil absorbency. This
will help in maintaining oil film on the metal parts intact
preventing rusting or tarnishing of metal parts.
4. Chloride levels in paper
Chloride ion significantly accelerates corrosion. Chloride
ions also cause localized break down of the passive film
(Anti-rust oil film) on the metal part. Chloride ions
increase the electrical conductivity of the water so that
the flow of corrosion currents is facilitated. Chloride
ions reduce the effectiveness of natural protective films.
Chloride ions are responsible for the initiation and
propagation of localized corrosion damage. Soluble salts

like chlorides and Sulphates pull moisture from air and
cause failure of protective coating. Chlorides are found
naturally in paper as a result of water recycling, use of
secondary fiber, pulping chemicals etc. The threshold
limit for chloride content in unbleached non-corrosive
kraft paper is 0.05%. Kraft paper used for this application
must have chloride level as NaCl % below 0.05%.
5. Sulphate levels in paper
As compared to the corrosive effect of chloride ion levels,
Sulphates are generally considered to be more benign in
their corrosive action towards metallic materials. Sulphate
ions formed in the surface moisture layer are considered
to be responsible for accelerating corrosion rather than the
corrosion itself. The presence of sulphates some time does
pose a major risk for metallic materials in the sense that
sulphates can be converted to highly corrosive sulphides
by anaerobic sulphate reducing bacteria.
The threshold limit for Sulphate content in unbleached
non-corrosive kraft paper is 0.25%. Kraft paper used for
this application must have sulphate level as Na2SO4 %
below 0.25%.
6. Microbiological influence of paper.
Bacteria, Fungi, and other micro-organisms can play major
part in corrosion of metals. Microbiologically Influenced
Corrosion (MIC) refers to corrosion that is influenced by
the presence and activities of microorganisms and/or their
metabolites (the products produced in their metabolism).
Microbiological surface colonies on the paper lead to the
formation of corrosion pits, driven by microbial activity
and associated with the location of these colonies.
Micro-organism associated with corrosion damage are
classified as:
a. Anaerobic bacteria (bacteria which do not require
or cannot tolerate oxygen in their life process) that
produce highly corrosive species as part of their
metabolism.
b. Aerobic bacteria (bacteria requiring oxygen for life
process) that produce corrosive mineral acids.
c. Fungi that may produce corrosive by products in their
metabolism, such as organic acids.
Bacteria’s tend to live and grow under wide range of
temperature, pH and oxygen concentration in paper.
Carbon molecule (from paper making starches) is the
source of nutrient for bacteria.
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Top 9 Benefits of
Business Networking
Business Networking is a really valuable way to expand
your knowledge, learn from the success of others, attain
new clients and tell others about your business.
I highly recommend business networking as a way to gain
new clients and to build a sustainable business. Here are
the top 9 benefits for business owners of getting involved
in networking:
1. Generation of referrals / Increased business
This is probably the most obvious benefit and the reason
most business owners decide to participate in networking
activities and join networking groups.
The great news is that the referrals that you get through
networking are normally high quality and most of the time
are even pre-qualified for you. You can then follow up on
these referrals/leads and turn them into clients. So you are
getting much higher quality leads from networking than
other forms of marketing.
The increase in business from networking is the major
advantage, but there are many others as well.

Management
– by Kim Baird
Opportunities like joint ventures, client leads,
partnerships, speaking and writing opportunities,
business or asset sales… the list goes on, and the
opportunities within networking are really endless.
Just make sure you are jumping on board with the
right opportunities and don’t go jumping into every
opportunity that comes your way. The opportunities that
you get involved in should align with your business goals/
vision, otherwise you might find that you are spinning
your wheels chasing after opportunity after opportunity
and getting nowhere.
3. Connections
“It’s not WHAT you know, but WHO you know”. This
is so true in business. If you want a really successful
business, then you need to have a great source of relevant
connections in your network that you can call on when
you need them.
Networking provides you with a great source of
connections, and really opens the door to talk to highly
influential people that you wouldn’t otherwise be able to
easily talk to or find.
It’s not just about who you are networking with directly
either – that person will already have a network you can
tap into as well. So ask the right questions to find out if the
person you are networking with knows who you want to
know!
4. Advice
Having like-minded business owners to talk to also gives
you the opportunity to get advice from them on all sorts of
things related to your business or even your personal life
and obtaining that important work-life balance.

2. Opportunities
With a motivated group of business owners comes an
abundance of opportunities! There are always lots of
opportunities that come from networking and in fact this
is where the benefits of business networking are huge!

Networking is a great way to tap into advice and expertise
that you wouldn’t otherwise be able to get hold of. Just
make sure you are getting solid advice from the right
person – someone that actually knows about what you
need to know and is not just giving you their opinion on
something that they have no or very little experience in.
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I was certainly not confident when I started networking,
in fact it completely petrified me! But as I do it more, the
more confident I get and the easier it becomes, and the
more benefit I get from it.
8. Satisfaction from helping others
I really love helping other people, and networking is a
fantastic way that allows me to do this easily. Networking
is full of business owners that have problems or issues
within their business that need solving, and there is great
satisfaction from helping someone to solve a problem they
have and get a fantastic result from it.
5. Raising your profile
Being visible and getting noticed is a big benefit of
networking. Make sure you regularly attend business and
social events that will help to get your face known. You
can then help to build your reputation as a knowledgeable,
reliable and supportive person by offering useful
information or tips to people who need it. You are also
more likely to get more leads and referrals as you will be
the one that pops into their head when they need what
you offer.
6. Positive Influence
The people that you hang around with and talk to do
influence who you are and what you do, so it is important
to be surrounding yourself with positive, uplifting people
that help you to grow and thrive as a business owner.
Networking is great for this, as business owners that are
using networking are usually people that are really going
for it, positive and uplifting.
7. Increased confidence
By regularly networking, and pushing yourself to talk to
people you don’t know, you will get increased confidence
the more you do this. This is really important as a business
owner, because your business growth is very dependant
on talking to people and making connections.
Networking is great for people that aren’t confident as
it really pushes them to grow and learn how to make
conversations and lasting connections with people they
don’t know.
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9. Friendship
Lastly, this one is more personal related rather than
business related, but is a big benefit none-the-less. Many
friendships form as a result of networking because
(mostly) you are all like-minded business owners that
want to grow your businesses, and you meet and help each
other regularly, so naturally strong friendships tend to
form. Some of my strongest friendships have been started
from networking.

Attract More Customers with Inbound Marketing
– by Marcelina Hardy
What is inbound marketing? How can it help a small
business like yours? Simply put, inbound marketing is a
tactic that focuses on making customers identify themselves
to you. Here’s how to use it in your business.

With billions of people turning to the Internet to
educate themselves before making purchases, it’s no
wonder businesses are finding inbound marketing
to be so effective. With a website, content, and social
media, business owners can provide information their
customers are looking for, winning their attention,
confidence and ultimately their business.
Inbound marketing isn’t fool-proof, though. You have
to devise an effective strategy. The way to do that is by
focusing on the best way to attract, convert and close
consumers. The following will help you do that.

Inbound marketing is an excellent tool for any size
business. Instead of pushing advertisements with
conventional sales pitches out to a target audience,
inbound marketing uses various forms of content to
inform or entertain and capture enough interest from
potential customers to draw them into your business or
website. It can be less expensive and often more effective
for small businesses than outbound marketing.

Attracting Consumers to Your Site
Once you have a website, your goal is to drive as much
traffic to it as possible. You do this in several ways.
Among them:
l Search engine optimization
l Social media marketing
l Online advertising
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A-275, TTC-MIDC Mahape, P. O. Ghansoli, Navi Mumbai - 400 701 (India)
Telefax: +91 22 2778 0209, 2778 0212
E-mail : cartonmachineries@gmail.com • flotech2002@yahoo.co.in
www.cartonmachineriesindia.com

Contact: Mr. Randeep Sharma | +91 98672 08454

We offer high quality 3 ply, 5 ply and 7 ply
automatic corrugated paperboard plant with widths from
1400mm upto 2500mm and production speeds from 60 mtrs.
upto 250mtrs/ min. in various flute combinations as per customer’s choice.

AUTOMATIC CORRUGATED PAPERBOARD PLANT
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High speed PLC based fully auto 4 color printer slotter with
rotary die cutting, lead edge feeding system:

Vacuum absorption fingerless type high speed
single facer machine group
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Auto and semi auto folder gluer machine.
Auto and semi auto flute laminator machine.
Semi auto 1- piece and 2-piece box stitching machine.
Lead edge feed, kicker feed and chain feed rotary slotting,
creasing and slitting machine.
Lead edge feed, kicker feed and chain feed rotary die
cutting machine.
Thin blade slitter, scorer machine.
Pasting machine.
Platen punching Machines.
Sheet pressing machine.
Manual stitching machine.
Auto bundling machine.
Heating systems for automatic paperboard production
lines and single facers.

Other products:

Our excellent infrastructure available at the
Navi Mumbai facility, an emphasis to offer only
good quality machines to our customers backed
up by vast experienced technical support team to
deliver efficient and prompt after sales service and
maintaining adequate essential spares for all machines
that we offer, helps us in serving our domestic and
international customers in a better way.

Finger Type Single Facer

Semi Auto Folder Gluer Machine

Semi auto box stitching machine
(Single piece & Two piece)

Semi Auto Flute Laminating Machine

Turnkey Engineering Solutions to the Corrugated Packaging Industry

Keyword research is important for attracting customers.
It helps you know what trems and phrases your prospects
are searching for on Google, Bing, etc. Once you know
that, you know what words and phrases to put in your
page titles, headings, and content. Those words are among
the factors the search engines look use to rank your site on
their results pages when someone does a search.
Once you have completed the preliminary work in search
engine optimization, it’s important to continue to add
content to your site. The content should be related to your
products and services, and what your consumers want to
know in your industry. Always think of your buyers as you
are writing and publishing content. They are the ones who
you are trying to convert, so they matter most.
With social media marketing, you will use your website
content to drive consumers to your site. This is where the
quality of your content matters. If you have the information
people on social media want to read, they will be more
willing to come to your site.
Headlines and lead-ins for your content are important
with social media posts. Make your posts interesting by
sparking curiosity. This is what will make people click.
Converting Consumers on Your Site
Once you have people coming to your site, your goal is
to convert them. Converting means getting them to act
in some way. While you would love for them to make a
purchase, sometimes, it’s not that easy. You will have to
give them something free. Yes, more than just the content
that led them to your site.
Actually, you can use more content to get them to buy from
you. Many people will have an opt-in available for people
to download free valuable information. For example, if
consumers enter their email address or phone number,
they will receive a(n):
l eBook
l Whitepaper
l Spreadsheet tools
l Video series
l Monthly newsletters

It doesn’t matter what you give them. What matters is
that you give them what they need and want. They must
really want to learn or use what you have for them to make
them act.
The other factor in this is time. People want immediate
gratification. This means you should have a way for the
free gift to be sent immediately upon opting in. This way
your consumers will be pleased and they will be more
open to your guidance.

Closing Consumers in 1-2-3
Once you have people in your world, you can lead them to
a close. You will likely have to divide up your consumers
into three groups:
1. Consumers who are researching the service or product
2. Consumers who are thinking about buying the service
or product
3. Consumers who are ready to make the purchase
You will need to approach the close differently for each
group. The first group will need a lot of information
to convince them they need your service or product.
These consumers would benefit from eBooks,
whitepapers, etc.
For the second group, you don’t need to provide as much
information. They’ve already done the research, so now
they are just looking for the right time. These people want
discounts or special offers. You can close them easily with
an online coupon or added gift with their purchase.
The third group can be easily convinced to buy with a
discount, but you don’t necessarily need one. You can
simply give them a call to action with an easy checkout
process to close them.
Attract, convert and close are the steps in being
successful with inbound marketing. Set up your strategy,
implement it, and see how well it works for you. Chances
are, you’ll be like many others who have seen outstanding
results from it.
© 2016 Attard Communications, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
May not be reproduced, reprinted or redistributed without
written permission from Attard Communications, Inc.
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Know your Industry

WICMA Events

Emergency Meeting
WICMA organised an Emergency Meeting on 5th April 2016 to
discuss the alarming situation arising out of increasing prices of
kraft paper and the pressure tactics adopted by paper mills.
Many members attended the meeting and actively participated in
the discussions.
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The Know your Industry programme continues to create interest
among members.
Performance Testing & Benefits
Saturday, 13th February, 2016
The event was held in WICMA Auditorium.
Members shared their experiences in the industry and
discussed case studies that will help other members to gain
knowledge and help our industry grow collectively.

37th Certificate Course in Corrugated Packaging - Basic Level – 1
WICMA R & D Centre
organised 37th Certificate
Course in Corrugated Packaging
– Basic Level - 1 at WICMA
Auditorium, Mumbai from
14.03.2016 to 18.03.2016.
The Course, spread over 5
days covered various basic
subjects such as raw materials,
manufacture,
manufacturing
defects & remedies, design,
quality
control,
costing,
marketing, wastage reduction,
among
other
subjects.
Besides, there were practical
demonstrations of QC tests, box
design & plant visits to Semi
Automatic plant.
27 students attended the
course. Students from places
like, Mumbai, Nagpur, Pune,
Kolhapur,
Nasik,
Satara,
Amravati, Gujarat, Kolkata,
Bangalore, Jaipur, Chennai,
Kochi, Belgaum and Bhutan
attended the course. 21 students
were from outside.
This course was supported
by Federation of Corrugated
Box Manufacturers of India
(FCBM) and Indian Institute of
Packaging (I.I.P.) participated as
‘knowledge partner”.
The successful students of the
course will be awarded the
performance certificates.
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TIRUPATI
GUM INDUSTRIES

MANUFACTURERS OF:
Cold Process Powder - Pasting Gum Powder,
Corrugation Gum Powder, Natural Gum Powder,
Fevicol white past.

			

Factory:
Plot No. J - 38, MIDC, Tarapur,
Opp. Sukhraj Machinery, Tal & Dist - Palghar.
Ph: 952525-261020 / 952525-645183
Office:
Flat No 303-304, Haveli Co-op. Soc., Patankar Park Road,
Opp. St. Francis School, Nalasopara (W)
Mob: 9422661845 / 8237003270.
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Paper Made From Greenhouse
Waste Becomes More Common
According to a report this past week by Hortidaily
(Netherlands), a paper company in Holland is now
marketing a new type of paper that is partly made from
the fibers of tomato and/or pepper plants. Schut Papier
has plans to eventually also introduce other agricultural
residues in paper production.
With a production volume of 3,500 metric tpy,
Schut Papier is still the smallest paper plant in the
Netherlands. But that isn’t all bad news according to the
company’s leader.
“That also makes us the most flexible factory of our
country. Partly because we are so flexible, we became
involved in a research project of the Dutch Bio Refinery
Cluster. Smurfit Kappa wanted to develop packaging on the
basis of tomato plant fiber. However, their own equipment
is too large for the research. Our paper machine has the
ideal scale, this is how we could join in. We worked on
this packaging for two years. In the meantime we acquired
a lot of knowledge about how to process fibers from
agricultural waste streams to serve as raw material for
paper,” said CEO René Kort.
With this knowledge Schut Papier developed “Valorise
by Schut Papier”.

International News

generations a livable world as well. For us this concretely
means that we want to replace wood fibers with fibers
from waste streams as much as possible. After the harvest
of tomatoes, for example, the plant is considered as waste.
That is nonsense, because the stems contain interesting
substances such as paints, adhesives, plant protection
products and are packed with fibers for paper production.
This means profit for everyone. The growers extract
value from their waste stream and we all operate more
sustainably,” Kort explained.

Major Growth Expected For
India’s Paper Industry
A report this week by Recycling International (Netherlands)
featured comments from BIR world president Ranjit Singh
Baxi at this past week’s paper recycling conference in
Düsseldorf, Germany. “India is the only country growing
successively by over 7% in the last five years. It will become
an even more important business partner for Europe than
before,” he began.
“I am sure India’s economy will stay strong in the next
two to five years as well. For 2017, the anticipated growth
is 7.5%” Baxi said. He noted that India’s annual paper
consumption currently stands at 13 million metric tons
and the figure is growing at an average of 7.6% per year.
With a population of 1.25 billion people and a per-capita
paper consumption of more than 10 kg, there are 800
paper mills operating countrywide to feed the sharp rise
in demand.

Pictured above: This roll of paper was made entirely from
tomato plant fiber.
“The paper consists partly of tomato and/or pepper plant
fibers. We want to maximally contribute to the realization
of a bio-based economy. The residual material of one
may very well be the raw material for another. By wisely
handling our raw materials now, we can give future

“Newsprint production will be around 6 million metric
tons by 2025, requiring about 8 million metric tons
of recycled fiber,” Baxi observed. “For Duplex board
production, the figure is thought likely to touch 5 million
metric tons by 2025, requiring 6.6 million metric tons of
recovered fiber. And kraft paper production is expected to
be at 7 million metric tons, requiring 9.5 million metric
tons of recycled fiber.”
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According to Baxi, these figures beg an obvious question:
“Where is the raw material to meet this huge demand?”
In light of China’s uncertain market, he suggested it is
“high time” that European companies start thinking about
finding a new home for their material. As he put it: “Find a
home for it today before someone kicks you out.”

U. S. Corrugated & Paperboard Box
Demand To Exceed $41 Billion In 2020
Demand for corrugated and paperboard boxes in the
U.S. is forecast to increase 2.6% per year to $41.2 billion in
2020, as both nondurable goods manufacturing and retail
sales post healthy gains. E-commerce and retail-ready
applications will drive growth for corrugated boxes while
folding carton demand will be sustained by the foodservice,
carryout and pharmaceutical markets. Value gains for
corrugated and paperboard boxes will be stimulated by
the increased adoption of value-added features such as
high-quality printing, easy-open tear strips, and special
coatings. Volume growth, however, will be held back by
lightweighting trends and market maturity.
These and other trends are analyzed in Corrugated &
Paperboard Boxes, a new study from The Freedonia
Group, Cleveland, Ohio, USA.
According to the report, corrugated and solid fiber
boxes will continue to hold the largest share of demand,
comprising 74% of the total in 2020 and reaching $30.5
billion on growth of 3.0% per year. Corrugated boxes

benefit from advantages in terms of cost and strength
capabilities and will remain the default shipping
container throughout the foreseeable future, despite some
competition from reusable containers, flexible packaging,
and film covers.
“Moreover, as the e-commerce market continues to
expand, so too will demand for boxes to ship products
to consumers,” noted analyst Katie Wieser. Additionally,
demand for shipping containers that can also act as
retail displays will boost value growth as this application
typically requires the use of high-quality printing and the
integration of features that allow the box to be opened
without tools.
Folding carton demand is forecast to increase 1.5% per
year to $10.1 billion in 2020, posting slow growth as these
containers face significant competition from flexible
packaging formats such as stand-up pouches. However,
the environmental advantages of folding cartons compared
with foam or plastic clamshells for the restaurant carryout
market will help to sustain gains. Additionally, growing
pharmaceutical output will boost demand for related
packaging such as folding cartons. Demand for set-up
boxes is expected to expand 2.0% per year to $540 million
in 2020, bolstered by continued growth in cosmetics
and toiletries, and durable goods such as silverware and
medical instruments.
More information about this report is available online.
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Corrugated is Streets Ahead for
Convenient Packaging Solutions
Corrugated packaging companies are successfully
engaging with retailers to help deliver highly functional
supply chains that take into account shifting demographics
and changing consumer shopping habits, says the
Confederation of Paper Industries (CPI).
The importance of collaboration between retailers and
suppliers was highlighted by Tesco’s Packaging Manager, Paul
Earnshaw, at a Corrugated Industry conference last year. He
said that the supply chain is ‘complex and tiered’ and the
challenge for corrugated is to “put the consumer at the centre of
everything it does”.
Corrugated packaging sets a benchmark for versatility as it can
be adapted to fit almost any shape and size, making it a
vital logistics partner for a variety of reasons. It can address
downstream issues, such as environmentally friendly serving
trays for fish and chips, as well as providing a transit, display and
storage solution for a huge range of products.
However, the growth of smaller households, online shopping,
click and collect, the switch to convenience outlets from out
of town stores and the increasing popularity of the discounters
is where corrugated’s flexibility comes into its own, as they
all require packaging outcomes that reflect their own
individual brands and customer expectations.
For instance the number of single households in the UK is
rising at a huge rate and is already the biggest consumer
group – a shift brand owners must address. By developing
smaller pack sizes, the Corrugated Industry is enabling the
sale of the range of portions needed for smaller or single
households and at the same time helping to reduce consumer
food waste.
In addition to meeting the demands of multi-channel retailing,
Corrugated’s space efficiency brings benefits to the environment.
One packaging supplier worked with Tesco to reduce the diameter
of the cardboard core of branded toilet paper, helping cut the
carbon footprint of the supply chain by saving both thousands of
road miles and tonnes of plastic wrapping.
CPI’s Director of Packaging Affairs, Andy Barnetson, said:
“The UK Corrugated Industry’s innovative instinct and flexibility
is helping brand owners and retailers take advantage of the
opportunities presented by a fast-changing retail landscape.
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Adaptable packaging benefits both the environment and
consumer by reducing waste.”
Corrugated already protects, is merchandisable and the most
recycled packaging medium. Investment in digital printing allows
corrugated to align with customised and other personalised
packaging formats, while High Quality Post Print (HQPP) has
transformed the material into multi-functional, colourful, Shelfready Packaging (SRP).

Corrugated is Streets Ahead for Convenient
Packaging Solutions
Functional SRP that protects in transit and offers a marketing
communications medium particularly benefits the discount
stores like Lidl and Aldi, which are big users of corrugated as it
offers eye-catching designs and efficiency of shelf replenishment.
“Corrugated’s versatility makes it a vital logistics partner in the
21st Century supply chain. Its importance to many UK food
businesses and popularity with consumers for grocery shopping
are further indicators of the material’s vital place in today’s
society,” concluded Andy Barnetson.

ENDS
For additional information, please contact Emma Punchard,
Director of Communications, tel: 01793 889609,
email epunchard@paper.org.uk.

NOTES TO EDITORS
The Confederation of Paper Industries (CPI) is the leading trade
association representing the UK’s Paper • based Industries,
comprising recovered paper merchants, paper and board
manufacturers and converters, corrugated packaging producers,
and makers of soft tissue papers.
CPI represents an industry with an aggregate annual turnover
of £6.5 billion, 25,000 direct and more than • 100,000 indirect
employees.
For facts on the UK’s Paper-based Industries
please visit: • www.paper.org.uk.
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Auto Flexo Printer Slotter

In keeping with the tradition of offering effective solutions to today’s corrugated
box manufacturers, MICRO designs and builds machines that are competent,
competitive and cost effective.
Make Sure It’s

Besides, MICRO machines have stood the test of time for over 40 years and won
the trust of box makers in India and abroad.
An unmatched testimony to the MICRO reliability.

MICRO MECHANICAL WORKS

1001 & 1002 Kanakia Atrium 2, Next to Courtyard Marriott, Chakala
Andheri Kurla Road, Andheri East, Mumbai – 400 093
The Symbol of Quality
in Corrugated Machinery

Tel: +91 22 2825 8136 / 2825 8137, Fax +91 22 2825 6147
Email : micromec63@gmail.com | www.micromechworks.com

www.micromechworks.com
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